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Q then increasingly the important decisions affecting the fate of
mankind will be made elsewhere and this organization and most of its
agencies will wither into insignificance and,-eventually', unlamented
oblivion :

Lest any consider this too,harsh a judgeaient and too
pessimistic a .forecast,-I ask you to recall objectively the reaction
of`many of-our own publics to U .N . deliberations and resolutions .
My own experience at home-and around the world has .been bad .'-

Granted these criticisms are often based on prejudice or
ignorance .* But we know too that .-much canïand should be done to :make
the United Nations more effective . `'I propose to give certain examples
as well as suggestions for- improvement' .

Two of the main issues 'that' will come -before us at this
session are the Middle East and Soùthern African situations . 'Last
year we'passed 20 resolutions on the Middle East-and no less than 34
on-questions-related to Southern Africa . To what purpose was all that
time and effort,' not' to mention money,` expended? The answer is,surely
very little because many of those resolutions simply-expressed moral
judgements and'were'devoid'of.practical proposals for action .••Further-
more,-everyone knew they had little if any prospect'of being implemented .

Yet'the vast and'increasingly expensive machinery of-the U .N . ground
on not only through the 50 odd resolutions I-have mentioned but through
nearly'200 more, many in-the`same .category and thus'predestined to
suffer the same fate . Already gathering dust, I suspect, is the 400
page compendium of these resolutions, most echoing almost word fo r

word the deliberations of previous years . .

No ône~should be surprised at' the indifference with which
the media and public greet their publication . By passing more
resolutions we have succeeded paradoxically in ensuring that they
receive less, not more, attention .

1
Changing'our'collective habits

will not be easy.' We should ~ scrutinize the agenda closely to resist
the âutomatic re-inscription"of old items and the addition of less
essential new ones . We should group items-so that'similar debate s

will not take-place in different committees on closely,related subjects .

We should avoid the proliferation of resolutions which express the -
members` aspirations or objectives but do not contribute'in a practical
way to achieving them ., A few short, precise and practical resolutions
will have more impact than the many rambling and ineffective ones we
now consider-each year .

Security Council '

As a member once each decade of the Security Council,
Canada has accumulated some experience but also had a chance to tak e

a fresh look at its activities every time we return . So far this year,

the Council has debated several significant issues in a sensible,
restrained fashion . None of us would claim however that it has done
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